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Staygreen has always produced furniture and environmentally friendly alternative 

materials, such as double wave sheets of cardboard and natural glues derived from starch 

peas. This year on the occasion of the Salone del Mobile 2017, the Staygreen collection is 

enriched with new seating and technological complements; unique shapes designed for 

the new way of living spaces. Furnishings designed by Ludovica + Roberto Palomba, 

SESTU & SHINOBU ITO, Roberto Pamio + Partner and 5 + 1AA are going to become 

icons of style, adaptable to any environment, communicating the essence of the matter 

and suggesting a new way of living design, more aware and attentive to the future. 
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BELT  

Ludovica+Roberto Palomba 

"We were immediately intrigued by the way Staygreen uses  this material. The sound of 
waves  is so clean and perfect and invokes to a strong  relationship with the air and space. 
This is not an ordinary material. In fact this material is so much unique and exceptionally 
structured that we decided to give more emphasis by applying a leather belt, so precious, 
to underline a structural and aesthetic quality by creating a lucky combination of two 
natural materials and declaring its portability. When you draw an object on paper drawings, 
you know you already drew it  inside your head thinking about  the space and  an explicit 
relationship with it. Thinking about Belt we really wanted an object that was clearly visible, 
reminding an  old jukebox and the sensation that many people, including us, felt looking at 
its magic and volume. Belt looks just like that, a small totem born  to tell the emotional 
dimension of music. " 
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DAN DAN  

Sestu & Shinobu Ito 

 

The new system of upholstered signed by Studio Ito consists of single or modular sofa and 
armchair. The line is characterized by a low metal structure that lifts and supports the seat. 
Part of it is  made of eco-friendly Staygreen® cardboard, with faux leather coating . The 
peculiarity of Dan Dan is its linear and asymmetric shape and a large armrest, whose 
upper part is actually a faux leather cushion with rigid rectangular plan that allows you to 
place any object of small size (eg. Cup, smartphone, etc.) . Ideal for reception venues, 
lounge and private interiors. 
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MATISSE    

Roberto Pamio + Partner 

 

Matisse is the new Staygreen chair designed by Roberto Pamio + Partner and is able to 
characterize the entire environment 
The  structure is composed of double wave Kraft paper children and a sinuous shape 
makes it an absolute protagonist of the spaces, alone or in a composition as well. It’s 
perfect for reading and relaxing areas , this chair was designed with an empty 
compartment and large under seat that turns into a container for magazines or soft plaid. 
Matisse is freely inspired by the paintings of Henri Matisse (1869-1954),a French artist 
enchanted by the shapes who was able  to  make the light painting as a dance through 
sleek lines and pure colors. 
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CORK XL  

Roberto Pamio + Partner 

 

The giant version of Cork is the iconic stool Staygreen designed  by Roberto Pamio. 
Curves and diagonal lines define the volumes of Cork. The structure is made of sheets of 
kraft double wave paper, natural or solid green finished, on which is the seat MDF 
(medium density fiberboard) 4 mm thick or white Corian®. You can choose a cushion 
covered in eco-leather to complete the seat. This is an innovative modular system of 
transverse containers to the various rooms of the house be to socialize and sit, suitable for 
the living area, the sleeping area as well as the "ancillary spaces." 
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CUBO MAGICO OFFICE OF THE FUTURE 5+1AA  

Workplace3.0/ Salone Ufficio PAD 24 G10 

 

The exhibition dedicated to the work environment area. The innovative exhibition 
dedicated to the design and technology for the design of the workspace, which confirms its 
new vocation: to explore new ways, forms and solutions for the “workplace of the future " , 
in which the human factor and smart technologies play a crucial role. The office system is 
evolving "encroaching" beyond the perimeters in which up to now has been forced. 
According to this logic the office environment will evolve to benefit spaces, always more 
articulated and evolutionary, still  capable to generate relationships between elements and 
people. A changeable and dynamic space as dynamic are the conditions in which the work 
is done today. The element tat is capable to respond  to specific needs of the workplace is 
what we called the "Magic Cube". It is a furnishing element which, with its variable 
geometry, is able to evolve and change shapes to meet the specific needs. It consists of 
an anchoring element: the only fixed point, one meeting room space. Movable elements 
are hinged to this element and with their evolutions can generate appropriate, special 
areas, for business operating times, in groups or independently. We can obtain a 
sequence of collective and isolated areas, complementary and hybrid, able to meet the 
requirements dictated by the new way of working. Most surfaces are covered with 
cardboard Staygreen® to exploit the high acoustic performance with respect to 
sustainable product development. The "Magic Cube" will be inserted into open space able 
to give an identity to the space providing a quickly and temporary operativity. We could 

also imagine temporary and self-sufficient offices this way. 
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(3S) X THD=THREE SUITES FORTOWNHOUSE DUOMO by Simone Micheli  

 

An ethical and intelligent project whose Staygreen is technical partner. It becomes the 
manifesto of a new way of making architecture, aimed to the territorial and urban 
regeneration. The design works are in fact implemented through new modes that focus on 
the significant contributions of the Italian industry, combining the need for visibility, creating 
dense concept of content and the ability to give value to the territory. The huge sources 
which are often invested in temporary installations gain now double meaning , turning into 
concrete tribute the architect Micheli and prestigious selected partner companies offer to 
the city. (3S) X THd fact takes shape from the main willingness to go beyond the 
boundaries of a known reality so that authentic AND UNIQUE works, made to offer visitors 
experiences that cannot happen anywhere else, become reality . This way, the architect 
Simone Micheli creates  for the prestigious brand TownHouse Hotels, in Galleria Vittorio 
Emanuele II - one of the most exclusive places of hospitality in the world - three suites with 
bathrooms characterized by their distinctive and fascinating set-up; spaces and other 
luxurious places where to spend engaging moments of comfort, right in the center of the 
city of Milano. In  2017 the suites become realility , transforming itself into a work of art, 
permanent, unique, experiential, to stay and live intense moments of well-being, inside the 
Seven Stars Hotel.During Fuorisalone 2017 (4-9 April) the 3S concept X THd is presented 
to the wide audience of Design Week at Simone Micheli Studio Gallery - Milano, through 
immersive installations in  which the visitor becomes an integral and essential part. The 
individual is in fact catapulted into the project, having the ability to move freely within its 
virtual representation. Suddenly he is immersed inside the refined atmosphere of The 
TownHouse Duomo and through a real virtual tour he walks through  the various areas 
that make up the suites and tastes , with his mind, their beauty. 
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LOCATIONS 

Workplace3.0/ Salone Ufficio PAD 24 G10 

Showroom Staygreen - Via Pontaccio, 19 Milano (Cocktail Party giovedì 6 aprile dalle 18 

alle 22) 

Maserati Vip Lounge White in the City Pinacoteca di Brera, via Brera 28, Milano 

(Cocktail Party Palazzo Cusani venerdì  7 aprile dalle ore 18 alle 22) 

Simone Micheli studio - Gallery Via Ventura 6, Milano Lambrate ingresso da via 

Massimiano  2° piano 

Superstudio via Tortona - Material Village, Super Design Show 

Global Blue via Santo Spirito, 5 Milano 
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STAYGREEN Venezia 

Staygreen S.r.l. 

Piazza XX Settembre 30B 

30033 Noale (VE) - Italia 

Telefono  +39 041 5893038 

                +39 041 5802443 

Email: info@staygreen.it 

Showroom Staygreen 

Via Pontaccio 19, Milano  

       

 

 

 

 


